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DJammer

- Live remix, collaborative MP3 player
- Linux, sensor-based, wireless handheld platform

Sensor/wireless skin
- Capacitive position/pressure sensors
- Optical scratch sensor
- Bluetooth radio
- Contacts to core
- Inertial & tilt sensors

802.11 extension
DJammer Brick + Sensor Handheld
Digital, Mobile, Virtual, Personal
HP Digital Experience Launch
Miami, FL - August 27, 2004
P. Diddy Post-Awards Show Party
Hosted by MTV + HP
HP's Djammer
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It's still under development, but HP just showed off something called the Djammer at their Digital Experience webcast. Apparently it's some kind of iPod add-on that's specifically designed so that DJs can use the iPod to mix and cut like they can with digital turntables.

[Thanks, Wirobro]